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#PUSHBACKS #GREECETURKEY

MEPs in the Civil Liberties Committee asked the Greek Government to clarify their position regarding several media and civil society reports

which indicate that the country’s police and border guards systematically prevent migrants from entering Greece, using violence and even

shooting at them, both at the land and sea borders. The Greek authorities have dismissed these accusations, calling them “fake news”.

During that hearing, Commissioner Johansson highlighted that despite it is the responsibility of authorities to monitor the situation there is

also a need for new proposals to make sure member states monitor the borders the right way (Press release European Parliament; Article

TRT World ; Article KeepTalkingGreece 06.07.2020)
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#RIGHTSVIOLATIONS #GREECETURKEY

Forensic Architecture has further investigated into the alleged killing of a man, Muhammad Al-Arab, in March near the Evros delta river at

the Greek-Turkish border. According to the additional investigations conducted, they established that rounds were fired along that stretch of

the border on that day and Muhammad al-Arab was killed in Turkish soil within 15-135m from a group of armed Greek soldiers standing

right on the border. Their analysis supports the testimony of several witnesses who claim that al-Arab was shot by this group of Greek

soldiers. Their findings were presented at the LIBE hearing on 6 July. (Report Forensic Architecture 03.07.2020)

#PUSHBACKS #FRANCEITALYBORDER

On 8 July, the French State Council has confirmed that the French Ministry of Interior is violating the right to asylum at the French-Italian

border. In the case brought before the State Council, a woman from Central African Republic and her son aged 5 had been pushed back to

Italy immediately after they had arrived in France while the woman had clearly expressed her intention to apply for asylum. This decision

confirms that France border practices are illegal. In the press release the NGOs active at the French-Italian border report that only on the 6

and 7 July, they have recorded the refoulement of 83 people  from France to Italy. (Press release Anafé 09.07.2020)

#RIGHTSATBORDERS #NEWPACT

On 7 July, a videoconference of the informal meeting of Ministers for Home Affairs took place and was followed by a press conference by

Horst Seehofer, German Federal Minister of the Interior, and Ylva Johansson, European Commissioner for Home Affairs. During the press

conference, Horst Seehofer and Ylva Johansson emphasized that the new EU approach on migration will strongly focus on the external

dimension, including cooperation with third countries (police cooperation, fighting against smugglers etc.). Returns of third country nationals

to countries of transit and countries of origin will be discussed as part of cooperation packages (the example of the EU-Turkey deal was

mentioned). All Member States support increased resources and strengthened mandate for Europol and Frontex. While the proposal of

disembarkation platforms in third countries seems off the table, Seehofer has indicated he is a strong advocate for external processing of

asylum claims. Redistribution is central in the new approach. (Video of the Press Conference, European Commission 07.07.2020)

#RIGHTSATBORDERS #NEWPACT

The new pact on migration might include new asylum centres along the outer rim of the European Union to rapidly pre-screen asylum

seekers before they enter EU territory. This information has been shared by Michael Spindelegger, director-general of ICMPD with the

EUobserver. Abusive claims would be immediately dismissed and returned, those clearly in the need for protection would be relocated to an

EU state, while the remainder would end up in some sort of facility which could lead to similar situations as currently in the hotspots.

(Article EUObserver 10.07.2020)
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